High Lander
for Public Safety

The first choice for first responders, High Lander provides
unparalleled control over drone operations for police,
firefighters, and other emergency services.

High Lander Overview
Who is High Lander?
High Lander is an industry-leading drone
technology provider with significant experience
in military and civilian aviation.
What does High Lander do?
Put simply, High Lander puts drone fleet
management on autopilot:
Their autonomous drone fleet management
software, Mission Control, provides total control
over a wide range of distinct drone operations,
all within an easy-to-use dashboard.
Their additional companion apps  High Lander
Pilot and SkyWatch  enable even more control
over specific operations by integrating individual
operators, ground units, and other partners into
the relevant workflows.

Mission Control dashboard on a laptop alongside
SkyWatch, the companion ground unit app.
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Who uses High Lander, and for what?
High Lander clients around the globe use our technology solutions to manage:

First Responders
& Public Safety

Robotic
Aerial Security

Border Patrol
Operations

Precision
Agriculture

Facilities
Inspection

Surveying
& Mapping

Drone Delivery
Networks

highlander.io
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how to get
High Lander

highlander.io

High Lander Integration
Register for a High Lander account
Download the High Lander Pilot app:
Android

iOS

Connect the drones RC to phone with High Lander Pilot app open
Login to Mission Control with your High Lander account username and password
Enjoy an autonomous super drone
Repeat to build a fleet!

High Lander Contacts
VP Business Development
Ido Yahalomi
ido@highlander.io

Head of Technical Support
Rom Sever
rom@highlander.io
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Mission Control Overview
Built as an end-to-end turnkey solution, Mission Control:
Autonomously manages entire fleets of individual drone takeoffs & landings, routes, and tasks.
Intelligently reacts and reroutes drones in-air as needed, maintaining perfect airspace control for
tens, hundreds, or thousands of drones.
Dynamically overcomes existing limitations on distance and flight time by coordinating the seamless
replacement of drones of any type, creating true 24/7 air continuity.

Autonomous Fleet Management

Intelligent Airspace Control

Coordinated Air Continuity

highlander.io
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mission
control
dashboard
features
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Operation Center
Build, save, and automate both recurring and ad
hoc missions through our intuitive Operations
Center. Control all aspects of the missions from
takeoff to landing. This allows for both complex
and real-time tasks (including changes while in
action), all from the comfort of the dashboard.
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Missions

The Operation Center is a collapsible side
panel that provides contextual options
and controls depending on the mission
type that you are planning.

The Operation Center allows you to determine
the speed, altitude, frequency, and assigned
drone(s) for every mission. Set points of interest
(POIs) to be observed along the way to and from
missions. Control the gimbal, zoom, and other
payload options from the Payload Sidebar during
missions. Assign multiple drones to autonomously
run shifts, providing 24/7 continuity. Multiple mission
types simplify your specific drone operations:
Path: set a path with multiple waypoints. Set all
telemetric, gimbal, and payload settings  along
with individual POIs  for each waypoint.
Orbit: orbit a designated target location at a fixed
distance from the target.
Tower View: watch a specific point of interest
from a fixed location.

highlander.io
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with
total visability
never miss
a thing
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Payload Sidebar
The Payload Sidebar provides all of the controls
needed to take full advantage of your eyes in the
skies in dynamic emergency situations.
Switch between camera options including night
vision, thermal, and infrared depending on the
situation; change the angle of the gimbal and
zoom in or out for better perspectives during a
pursuit; activate stealth mode or use lights, sirens,
speakers, and even broadcast messages remotely
to assist with searches or crowd control; utilize
advanced sensor arrays to collect even more data
for investigations.

Notification Panel
Real-time notifications keep you updated on all
your drones, in all locations, without overcrowding
your dashboard, allowing you to stay focused on
the task at hand.
Critical messages are highlighted in different
colors to improve visual communication and
ensure you dont miss a thing.
For detailed investigations, full logs of notification
histories can be accessed in the Post-Operation
Assets.
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get the
right information
at the
right time
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Fleet Dock
Maintain control over your fleet by seeing only
relevant drones and data  but not overwhelming
the entire dashboard.
The Fleet Dock allows you to easily see telemetry
and other device-specific data for all of your drones
without overcrowding the screen. Drag and drop
drones in or out of the dock, making it easy to
choose which drones video feeds to see at any
given moment.

Widgets display even more information for
any particular drone.

Remote Cockpit
Simply expand any drones live video feed in order to enter Remote Cockpit for that specific
drone, allowing you to take over and pilot the drone manually.
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Remote Cockpit view of an industrial facility.

highlander.io
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always
working
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Pre-Operation Assets
Plan, schedule, and save your operations for future
use by managing lists of all your droneports,
charging stations, individual drones, and missions.

Post-Operation Assets
Access complete logs for all operations, enabling
you to review and investigate video footage, flight
paths, telemetry data, and notification histories.

Managing your assets is easy with our intuitive lists and cards.
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Easy access to complete video logs improves
efficiency of investigations and inspections.

Live Link
Give collaborating agencies and agents a look at
your Mission Control dashboard by sending them a
customized Live Link. Whether they are in your
organization or not, theyll get a view-only live feed
of the action.

Choose the feed(s) that you want to share
for remote viewers to be able to watch.

highlander.io

companion
apps and
additional
capabilities
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Mission Control is your remote
command center, but High Lander
does more to support your operators in the field as well.

highlander.io

Pilot App
Drone operators can use the High Lander Pilot
app to fly drones using native controls, but with
the added bonus of being connected to Mission
Control.

SkyWatch App
Integrate ground units with multiple UAVs
seamlessly, allowing for complex missions and
changes while in action.
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Drone-in-a-box
Compatible
Mission Control is fully compatible with available
drone-in-a-box solutions. Connect one drone-ina-box or many, automate all of their tasks, and
manage an entire fleet-in-a-box all from the
comfort of the Mission Control dashboard.

High Landers own drone-in-a-box solution
is available for purchase!

highlander.io
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